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Data is the new Oil-It is about to explode!



Interoperability in smart cities-Mission Impossible 8 With Tom Cruise?



Interoperability: City Data Model ISO/IEC 50871: to develop a common 
data model of city data that can be used to integrate data from across silos

Foundation 

City Level

Service Lebel 

Concepts that are general to cities and span all services such 
as Households, Services, Residents. Data is both produced 
and consumed by multiple services.

General concepts such as Time, Location, Activity, Events, 
Resources, and Units of Measure .

Concepts commonly associated with/produced by one service 
and shared with/consumed other services. For example, 
Transport services share Vehicles and Transport network.



Context: Towards the CitiVerse
CitiVerse starts as an EU Initiative: To develop citizen-centric virtual world for EU cities and communities 



A Metaverse Pioneer since 2006, full scholarship PhD in using digital twins in the metaverse for the AEC industry    
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What is the Metaverse?



Convergence of Our 
Physical and Digital Worlds 



• Web3 and Blockchain technologies: Opportunities for Manufacturing. 



                      



History of AI- Two winters(1974-80,1987-1993) 



Sequoia: Generative AI’s output across text, code, images, video, 3D models is expected to improve 
exponentially through 2030, surpassing what human workers can produce. 



Generative AI For Metaverse- Text to 3D





People Centred Digital Future     



❖ Finland is a Nordic welfare state aims to be carbon neutral by 2035

❖ Finland is No.1 happiest country in the world

❖ Tampere is the third largest city in Finland, with 250 000 inhabitants

❖ Nokia is founded in Tampere nearly 160 years ago.

❖ Tampere is a fast growing city with largest age group 20-34 years old.

❖ City of Tampere will invest over €6 bn in city development by 2030.

❖ The Tampere Region is known for its expertise in AI, imaging,  circular 
economy and the creative industries. 

The World’s first People Centred Metaverse Strategy, using emerging technologies to achieve the five priorities of the government by 2040: 
happiness, sustainability, equality, governance, wellbeing and healthcare, as well as opportunities and risks of AI 







   User Interface





29 Jan 2024: First human to receive Elon Musk’s Neuralink Brain Computer Chip



None Invasive Brain Computer Interface- the ultimate solution for human to survive the technological singularity?





Quantum Computing will unleash the true potential of the future CitiVerse
 2019 2023

4 minutes to finish 
calculation that use 
to take 10,000 
years 



2022 Sorbonne University in France used a computer simulation to assess whether existing quantum technology could turn Paris into a functional 
quantum city. In a quantum city, telecommunications and institutions that deal with vast quantities of data would be connected in a network that uses 
quantum devices instead of modems and routers. These devices would take advantage of quantum effects to make information exceptionally secure. 





OCED(Nov 2023) “How much water does AI consume? The public deserves to know” article quote Cornell University 
findings(Oct 2023) that  the global AI demand may be accountable for 4.2 -- 6.6 billion cubic meters of water withdrawal 
in 2027, which is more than the total annual water withdrawal of 4 – 6 Denmark. 





Co-Chair of the UN ITU Task Group on Pre-standardisation for CitiVerse: work with members states to develop the first UN 
definition and roadmap on how emerging tech such as AI, Digital Twins, Web3, Quantum, 5G,6G etc can be used to create People-
centred future cities that are inclusive, sustainable and participatory, and to achieve UN Sustainable Development Goals.  
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